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TRENDING FLAVORS AND INGREDIENTS

HERBS AND ALLIUMS PRESENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR BFY DIP AND SAUCE INNOVATION 

Over two in five consumers are eager to try dips and sauces that offer BFY attributes, and brands are appealing to health-conscious 
consumers by calling out those claims on-pack. Analysis of launches from 2019-2022 shows the growing share containing BFY claims, 
such as low/no carb and free from artificial colorings. Over a third of consumers value health attributes such as low sodium (37%) and 
low calories (33%), pointing to claims to target for future innovation. Consumers overindex in their interest in a multitude of inherently 
BFY dip and sauce flavors, like rosemary and lemon pepper. Flavors such as herb, garlic and onion have grown directionally on U.S. 
menus from Q3 2018-Q3 2021, pointing to opportunities with poignant flavors that are inherently rich in natural benefits.

“ HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH AND INTEREST IN THE FOLLOWING  

FLAVORS OR INGREDIENTS IN DIPS OR SAUCES?” In percent

* Base: 1,882 internet users aged 18+ who have used dips and sauces in the past three months. ** 782 internet users aged 18+ who would like to see more better-for-you dip and sauce options  
(e.g. low-sodium French onion dip). Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, March 2022.

 ■ Total*       ■ Flavor Experience or Interest of Those Who “would like to see more better-for-you dip and sauce options.”**
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SPICE UP CLASSIC DIPS 

AND SAUCES TO  

DRAW IN CONSUMERS 

The majority (52%) of consumers  
are interested in trying new flavors  

in familiar dips and sauces.  
Elevate the traditional by combining 

emerging flavors into established 
dips and sauces, or by layering  

various established sauces together  
to create an unconventional,  

yet delicious pairing.

DIPS AND SAUCES 

ENCOURAGE APPROACHABLE 

INTERNATIONAL FLAVOR TRIAL

Over two in five consumers like dips 
and sauces with international flavors. 

Interest in flavors closely mirrors  
international cuisine consumption, with 

the highest interest stemming from 
familiar international cuisines. Dips 
and sauces offer a more customized, 
approachable form of international 

cuisine trial, as consumers often have 
the option to request sauce on the 
side, plus light or extra quantities. 

PUT FLAVOR AT THE  

FOREFRONT OF BFY DIPS 

AND SAUCES

42% of consumers would like  
to see more better-for-you (BFY)  

dip and sauces options, and  
on-pack BFY claims are growing 
within dip and sauce launches.  
Elevate BFY dip portfolios with  
on-trend ingredients that are  

inherently rich in both nutrition  
and flavor, such as alliums  

or lemon pepper.

DIPS AND

SAUCES

“Consumer interest and engagement in the dip and sauce category is strong  

and was heightened by the pandemic. Though an uncertain economy threatens  

to stunt growth, dips and sauces can be positioned as a relatively inexpensive  

solution to add quality flavors to everyday dishes.”  — Anna Fabbri, Flavor and Ingredient Trends Analyst
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BRANDS COMBINE THE OLD TO CREATE THE NEW

Reflecting consumer interest in dips and sauces with ties to the familiar, traditional flavor 
profiles have risen in dip and sauce launches from 2019-2022. Research shows a growing 
share of launches with smoky, honey, ranch and barbeque flavors. To keep these mature 
flavor profiles exciting, brands have been combining fan-favorite dip and sauce flavors to 
create sweet, tangy, creamy dipping sauces. Especially popular amongst fried chicken 
restaurant chains, brands pride their sauce formulation on being unique and oftentimes 
“secret.” While each sauce recipe is signature, most contain varying ratios of creamy  
(e.g. mayonnaise, ranch), tangy (mustard, ketchup), sweet (honey/honey mustard), and 
smoky (barbeque sauce) attributes. In response to this trend, sweet & tangy flavor  
claims have grown 33% in dips and sauces from 2019-2022.

 SHARE OF NEW PRODUCT LAUNCHES 

IN DIPS AND SAUCES By flavor, in percent

April 2019 - March 2020 April 2020 - March 2021

19

0.31

 ■ Sweet & Tangy       ■ Smoke       ■ Honey       ■ Ranch       ■ Barbeque/Barbacoa

April 2021 - March 2022
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2.10

3.88

5.30

0.12
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2.53
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0.31

Source: Mintel GNPD. 

ASIAN

Black Sesame
Hoisin 
Korean BBQ Sauce
Massaman
Mirin
Ponzu
Sambal
Sichuan Pepper
Thai Peanut
Wasabi
Yuzu

AFRICAN

Jerk Seasoning
Peri-Peri
Tamarind

CLASSICS AND 
WITH A TWIST

Apple Cider Vinegar
Balsamic Vinegar
Black Garlic
Blue Cheese
Caesar
Creamy Horseradish
Dijon Mustard
Gochujang
Fermented
French Onion
Honey Mustard
Kimchi
Miso 
Smoky Ranch
Soy
Sriracha
Tangy French
Thousand Island
Tom Yum Goong
Vinaigrette
Worcestershire
Yellow Pepper

LATIN

Adobo 
Avocado 
Barbacoa
Black Bean
Chimichurri
Chipotle
Cotija Cheese
Elote
Jalapeño
Piquillo Chili
Poblano
Queso 
Salsa Verde
Serrano Chili
Tomatillo

INDIAN

Curry – Red, Green, 
Yellow and Coconut

Garam Masala
Tikka Masala

REGIONAL

BBQ Sauce –  
Alabama Carolina, 
Bourbon, Mesquite 
and Applewood

Buffalo 
Cajun Spice
Nashville Hot 
Smoked
Sweet Potato

ITALIAN

Baharat
Dates 
Feta
Gorgonzola
Greek Yogurt
Harissa
Italian Herb 
Olive Oil
Kalamata Olive
Mediterranean
Parmesan 
Pecorino Romano
San Marzano Tomato
Tahini
Zhug

HERBS, SPICES 
AND SEASONINGS

Basil
Black pepper
Cayenne Pepper
Charred Green 
Onion
Cilantro
Dill
Everything Bagel
Habanero Pepper
Lemon Pepper
Lemongrass
Rosemary
Shallot
Smoked Salt 
Thyme

SWEET

Agave
Cashew
Lemon 
Peanut
Pineapple
Strawberry
Tamarind

VEGETABLE

Butternut Squash
Carrot
Cauliflower
Cucumber
Eggplant
Red Bell Pepper
Spinach Artichoke

The majority of consumers are interested in trying new flavors  
within familiar dips and sauces. Elevate traditional dips and sauces  
by layering emerging flavors into established ones to create an  
unconventional, yet delicious pairing. Consumer desire in specific  
peppers and “medium” spice levels suggest further opportunities to  
spice up familiar dip and sauce flavors.

INFLATION CONCERNS 
THREATEN TO STALL 

FOODSERVICE  
RECOVERY AND PUSH 

CONSUMERS TOWARDS 
BUDGET-FRIENDLY, 

SHELF-STABLE ITEMS. 
DIPS AND SAUCES CAN 

BE POSITIONED AS 
RESTAURANT-LIKE  

FLAVOR ENHANCERS 
THAT SPICE UP MEALS 
WITHOUT BREAKING 

THE BANK. 

ALSO WITH RISING 
INFLATION CONCERNS, 
POSITION MARINADES 
TO PROVIDE FLAVOR 

AND FUNCTION,  
HELPING TO  

TENDERIZE CHEAPER 
CUTS OF MEAT  

AND ADD QUALITY  
FLAVORS AND  
TEXTURES TO  

EVERYDAY DISHES.

TWO IN FIVE  
CONSUMERS ARE 

MOTIVATED TO VISIT 
A RESTAURANT BY A 

UNIQUE SAUCE.  
CONSUMERS CAN OMIT 
OR CUSTOMIZE THEIR 
PREFERRED SAUCE 

QUANTITY WITH  
EASE, ALLOWING  
COMFORTABLE  

EXPERIMENTATION 
WITH NEW FLAVORS  

IN SMALL DOSES.



While many dips and sauces are inherently plant based 
(e.g. salsa, hummus), recent plant-based dip launches are 
mimicking dairy flavors, like ranch or queso. Pandemic  
conditions emphasized physical and environmental 
health, catapulting dairy-mimicking ingredients, like 
cauliflower and cashew, into the innovation spotlight. 
Product and recipe development opportunities exist for 
both dairy-dupes and vegetable-forward plant-based 
dips; utilize ingredients that consumers are familiar 
with, and pair familiar flavors with emerging ingredients 
to encourage initial trial. 

PLANT BASED CONTINUES 

TO EXTEND ITS REACH

As the dip and sauce aisles become more 
saturated with plant-based options, the 
ingredient base can act as a means of  
differentiation. Cashew has grown direc-
tionally as an ingredient within plant-based 
dip and sauces launches. While cashews 
can create a creamy texture to mimic dairy- 
based dips and garner high consumer 
interest, brands can further diversify the 
category with alternative ingredients 
such as beans, avocado oil, eggplant, and 
cauliflower. Ensuring that the plant-based 
ingredients are sustainably sourced will 
be important for long-term brand ethos; 
however, sustainability initiatives alone are 
not enough to drive purchasing decisions. 
Sustainability considerations are currently 
a nice to have for many consumers but 
crave-worthy flavors remain the key driver 
for restaurant visitation. As plant based 
continues to edge into the mainstream, 
brands should focus on highlighting flavor 
and deliciousness to prompt trial. 

BFY DIPS PRESENT A RARE  

OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAL TO  

THE WORLD WAR II CONSUMER

Dips and sauces are well suited to meet 
the needs of busy consumers seeking 
gourmet flavors, and almost two in five 
Gen Z consumers agree that dips and 
sauces make cooking at home easier. 
Consumers of all ages show interest in 
healthier dip and sauce options; however, 
World War II consumers standout in their 
high level of engagement. This generation 
underindexes in their interest of other  
flavor or concept innovations, so new  
product development surrounding BFY  
dips with traditional flavor profiles may be 
a rare innovation that appeals to this older  
demographic.

POSITION DIPS AS  

EVERYDAY SNACKS

Table sauce, cooking sauce and oil CPG 
launches have remained strong, despite 
COVID-19-induced labor and material 
challenges. The lingering, fluctuating  
pandemic conditions have spurred  
additional at-home eating occasions, and 
sauce innovation offered convenient flavor 
solutions for consumers facing cooking  
burnout. Innovate with international flavors 
within sauces; however, focus on smaller 
pack sizes and keeping prices relatively 
low to encourage initial trial.

49%

OF CONSUMERS  
BELIEVE A 

HEALTHY DIET 
SHOULD  

CONTAIN BOTH 
ANIMAL  

AND PLANT 
PROTEINS.

14%

OF CONSUMERS  
PLAN TO EAT 

NO OR FEWER 
FOODS THAT 
COME FROM 

ANIMALS OVER 
THE NEXT 12 

MONTHS.

32%

EAT BEAN-
BASED FOODS 

(AND 29% NUT-
BASED FOODS) 

AS SUBSTITUTES  
FOR ANIMAL- 

BASED  
PROTEINS.

OF CONSUMERS ARE INTERESTED IN PLANT-BASED DIPS. IN RECENT YEARS,  
PLANT BASED HAS BECOME A BIGGER FOCUS IN DIP AND SAUCE INNOVATION WITH 
YOUNGER GENERATIONS DRIVING THE INTEREST.29%

47%
OF WOMEN ARE DRAWN TO BFY DIPS AND SAUCES, 
POINTING TO OPPORTUNITIES FOR PRE-PORTIONED 
PRODUCTS OR PRODUCTS FORMULATED WITH 
HEALTHIER INGREDIENT SWAPS.



INTEGRATE NEW FLAVORS INTO WELL-ESTABLISHED CLASSICS TO DRIVE APPEAL 

Consumers turn to dips and sauces for a variety of reasons; however, classic dips and sauces with new flavors, followed by those with 
international flavors have the greatest draw to consumers. Weaving international flavors into familiar dip and sauce bases can maximize 
appeal and make trial approachable, while international flavors add aspects of specialization to stand out against competition.

“ WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT DIPS AND SAUCES DO YOU AGREE WITH? PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.” 

Base: 1,882 internet users aged 18+ who have used dips and sauces in the past three months. Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, March 2022.

“I am interested in 
trying traditional 

dips and sauces with 
new flavors

(e.g. spicy ranch).”

52%

“I like dips and sauces 
with internationally 
inspired flavors (e.g. 

sriracha, Thai peanut).”

44%

“I would like to   
see more BFY dip 
and sauce options 
(e.g. low sodium 

French onion dip).”

42%

“Packaged   
dips and sauces 
make it easier 

to cook at home.”

38%

“Dips and sauces 
with added texture 

(e.g. sesame seeds) 
are more satisfying 

to eat.”

31%

“I am interested  
in plant-based 

dips and sauces (e.g. 
  dairy-free ranch).”

29%

None of These

9%

PROVIDE BOLDLY FLAVORED DIPS AND SAUCES TO PERSONALIZE EATING EXPERIENCES 

Only 6% of consumers have not used dips or sauces in the past three months, demonstrating how relevant this category is within U.S. 
consumers’ diets. Over three in five consumers use condiments, and launches in condiment subcategories, like mayonnaise, have been 
rampant since 2017. To stay competitive and maintain engagement with consumers, dip and condiment brands should focus innovation 
efforts on infusing boldly-spiced flavor profiles into their portfolio, given nearly the majority of consumers (46%) believe that dips and 
sauces are a good way to experiment with spicy flavors. Alternative formulations should highlight natural, nutritionally rich ingredients 
to increase the value proposition of the product.

“ WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING DIPS AND SAUCES HAVE YOU USED IN THE PAST THREE MONTHS? PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.”   
In percent

Any Dip

Condiments (e.g. mustard, mayonnaise)

Dressings (e.g. French, Italian)

Salsas

Cheese Dips (e.g. queso, nacho cheese)

Hot Sauces (e.g. Tabasco, Frank’s)

Spreads (e.g. guacamole, hummus)

Creamy Dips (e.g. French onion, ranch based)

Vegetable Dips (e.g. spinach dip, artichoke dip)

Marinades (in mixtures to tenderize or flavor)

Protien-based Dips (e.g. Buffalo chicken dip)

None of These

69

64

57

50

45

44

39

38

31

30

20

6

Base: 1,882 internet users aged 18+ who have used dips and sauces in the past three months.  
Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, March 2022.

REOPENING OFFICES EMPHASIZE OPPORTUNITIES 

FOR ON-THE-GO SOLUTIONS 

Consumers who only go into work overindex in their consumption of condiments, 
dressings, salsas and cheese dips, suggesting flavor profiles to target with individually- 
portioned dip and sauce packages. Portable dip and sauce innovation should also focus 
on targeting flavor profiles that could be harmoniously paired with a plethora of foods 
(e.g. sandwiches, chips, vegetables) to maximize versatility and provide convenient 
flavorful finishes to common on-the-go meals.



NEAR 2IN5
consumers are motivated to try 
new dips and spreads if they 
are made fresh. Restaurants 
and in-store delis should high-
light freshly made, small-batch 
preparations. Utilize ‘whipped’ 
preparations, which are growing 
directionally, with ingredients 
such as eggplant or feta.

DIPS AND SAUCES ADD PREMIUM TO DISHES  

Premium claims within dips and sauces have grown 30% from 2019-2022. Many are 
associated with BFY attributes (e.g. free from artificial additives, no added sugar), 
plant-based claims, and convenience (e.g. microwaveable, ease of use, on the go). As 
inflation eats away at consumer purchasing power, more consumers may be buying 
premium retail products instead of dining out. Specialized preparation methods can 
help cue gourmet experiences for budgeting consumers looking to indulge. 

 GROWTH OF CLAIMS PAIRED WITH PREMIUM CLAIMS  In rolling years 2019-22, in percent

  April 2019 - 

March 2020

 1.01

 2.02

 5.05

 2.02

 21.21

 2.02

 28.28

 12.12

  –

  –

  –

  –

  April 2020 - 

March 2021

 16.07

 5.36

 11.61

 2.68

 38.39

 2.68

 29.46

 13.39

 0.89

 1.79

 1.79

 0.89

  April 2021 - 

March 2022

 8.53

 5.43

 9.30

 3.10

 29.46

 2.33

 31.01

 13.18

 3.10

 1.55

 0.78

 1.55

Claim

Ease of Use

Free From Added Artificial Additives

Vegan/No Animal Ingredients

No Added Sugar

Kosher

Microwaveable

Gluten Free

Organic

Plant Based

On the Go

Portionability

Sugar Free

SPICY FLAVORS SPIKE ON MENUS

“Spicy” has grown 20% as a sauce flavor from Q3 2018-Q3 2021, and other heat-packing 
flavors, like jalapeño, chipotle, ghost pepper, poblano and chili pepper, have grown  
directionally as well. Calling out specific spice sources on the menu gives off premium 
cues. Despite the exploding growth of fiery flavors, “medium” leads as the preferred spice 
level for almost half of consumers. In response, recent launch activity shows spicy flavor 
launches within creamy condiments, like mayonnaise. Brands should consider blending 
spicy ingredients and flavors with fatty, dairy, or acidic ingredients to deliver a spicy kick 
without overpowering palates.

From a chemistry standpoint, the heat from a chili pepper comes from molecules called 
capsaicin. Fatty and dairy foods (e.g. olive oil and sour cream, respectively), contain mol-
ecules that surround the capsaicin and inhibit it from binding to spice receptors on the 
tongue. Since capsaicin is alkaline, acidic foods (e.g. lime) are thought to help neutralize 
the pH to provide relief from the heat. Interest in Mexican and Chinese flavors point to 
opportunities to fuse in authentic chili peppers into established creamy dips and sauces.

 SHARE OF NEW PRODUCT LAUNCHES IN DIPS AND SAUCES 
By flavor, in percent

April 2019 - March 2020 April 2020 - March 2021

19

 ■ Chili/Chili Pepper       ■ Spice/Spicy       ■ Adobo       ■ Jerk

April 2021 - March 2022

0 0.05 0.02 0.07

0.87

0.12 0.12

1.37

0.95

0.61

0.78

1.23

Source: Mintel GNPD. 

31%
of consumers agree dips and 
sauces with added textures are 
more satisfying to eat. Recent 
advertisements have been using 
language that highlights the 
multi-sensory experience that 
their dips and sauces offer. 
Brands should consider incor-
porating various textural  
inclusions to cue gourmet, 
unique eating occasions.

45%
growth in corn as a dip flavor 
from Q3 2018-Q3 2021. Mexican  
and Tex-Mex cuisines are 
driving the majority of corn dip 
menu mentions, and dairy-based 
elote (Mexican street corn) dips 
are driving the growth in retail. 
There are still knowledge gaps 
when it comes to street corn  
and corn dips in general,  
and the unfamiliarity  
can dissuade  
trial.



NEXT

ADVANCEMENTS  

IN PRESERVATION 

TECHNOLOGY 

Avocados have grown 12% on 
U.S. menus from Q3 2018-Q3 
2021, demonstrating the popu-
larity and demand of this rich, creamy, yet 
healthy fruit. Avocado’s rapid ripening is its fatal 
flaw, and its short shelf life contributes to high economic losses. 
While advancements in preservatives and modified atmosphere 
packaging have presented shelf-life extension opportunities for 
avocado dips and sauces, the rapid browning and oxidation still 
poses a challenge to foodservice and CPG companies. For now, 
avocado oil garners high interest from consumers and can be 
posed as a nutritionally rich inclusion within dips and sauces. 
Avocado oil has been popularizing as a chip cooking oil in recent 
years. As consumers become more familiar with avocado oil in 
chips, they may be more accepting of it in dips and sauces too.

DIPS AND SAUCES ALLOW FOR APPROACHABLE INTERNATIONAL FLAVOR TRIAL 

The restrictions of the pandemic resulted in lingering stay-at-home trends and delayed travel plans for many consumers; however, the 
pandemic has highlighted how international cuisine provides a means of exploration for consumers. Interest in specific international 
dip and sauce flavors closely mirrors international cuisine consumption, with the highest interest stemming in familiar international 
cuisines (e.g. Mexican, Italian). For well-established international cuisines, focus on infusing authentic spices to offer a chance to add 
aspects of authenticity and newness. Chimichurri is a Latin American sauce/marinade that garners relatively high interest from con-
sumers, but still has room to grow in terms of consumer awareness and trial. Thai dips and sauces stand out as an emerging cuisine 
that garners high interest with consumers. Panang curry, a popular Thai cooking sauce, garners interest.

“ WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING REGIONAL/INTERNATIONAL CUISINES WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED  

IN TRYING AS A DIP OR SAUCE FLAVOR? PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.”  In percent

Base: 1,882 internet users aged 18+ who have used dips and sauces in the past three months. Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, March 2022.

Mexican

63%

53%

42%

33% 32%
28% 26% 24% 23%

20% 19%
6%

Italian Chinese Thai Japanese Latin Korean Middle Eastern Indian Vietnamese African None of These

While men and women are equally intrigued by  
internationally inspired dips and sauces, their  
interest levels vary when it comes to specific  
international/regional cuisines. Women tend to 

gravitate towards commonplace inter-
national cuisines, like Mexican, 

Italian and Chinese. Men 
overindex in their interest 

towards emerging  
international cuisines,  
like Japanese, Indian  

and African.

36%
OF CONSUMERS 

AGREE THAT EATING  
INTERNATIONAL CUISINE 

HELPS THEM TO  
EXPERIENCE DIFFERENT 

CULTURES.

21%
HAVE BEEN TRYING 

MORE NEW  
INTERNATIONAL  
CUISINES IN THE  

PAST YEAR.

44%
OF CONSUMERS 
ARE INTERESTED  

IN TRYING DIPS AND 
SAUCES WITH  

INTERNATIONALLY-  
INSPIRED FLAVORS,  

BUT AWARENESS  
OF FOODS SUCH AS 

RAITA (INDIAN SIDE DISH 
WITH YOGURT, SPICES 

AND VEGETABLES) AND  
ESCABECHE (LATIN 

PICKLED VEGETABLE 
MARINADE) IS STILL  
RELATIVELY NICHE.

66%
OF WORLD WAR II  

GENERATION

37%
OF GEN Z 

CONSUMERS

To regain momentum with rising generations, infuse regional 
Italian ingredients to brighten a relatively well-established 
international cuisine. Given younger consumers’ 
affinity towards spicy flavors, opportunities exist to 
incorporate giardiniera—a fiery oil-based condiment 
with pickled vegetable and chile—into Italian dishes.  
Plus, try new whipped preparation methods for Italian 
cheeses, like burrata or gorgonzola.

 ARE INTERESTED IN ITALIAN DIPS AND SAUCES.

VS.



DIPS AND SAUCES PRESENT AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE AFRICAN 

CUISINE MORE APPROACHABLE TO U.S. CONSUMERS 

More than four in five consumers are interested in dip and sauce flavors from familiar 
international cuisines, like Mexican, Italian and Chinese. To keep consumer interest 
piqued, focus on infusing ingredients, like chamoy, for distinct, authentic Mexican flavors. 
Thai and African cuisine flavors also add incremental appeal, which could continue to 
gain momentum and interest as internationally inspired dips and sauces are featured in 
retail and foodservice. As the category continues to evolve and younger consumers crave 
relatively untapped international cuisines, brands that wish to grow and/or retain a loyal 
consumer base must prioritize the infusing emerging international cuisine flavors along-
side well-established cuisine flavors. 

“ WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING REGIONAL/INTERNATIONAL CUISINES WOULD YOU BE  

INTERESTED IN TRYING AS A DIP OR SAUCE FLAVOR? PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.” 
In percent

Base: 1,882 internet users aged 18+ who have used dips and sauces in the past three months. Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, March 2022.

62%
Mexican

76%
Italian

82%
Chinese

85%
Thai

87%
African

INTEREST LEVELS DIP WHEN IT 

COMES TO EXTREME SPICE

Although “spicy” has grown 20% as  
a sauce flavor on U.S. menus, most  
consumers do not seek intense heat 
levels when it comes to their dips and 
sauces. The most preferred spice levels 
for U.S. consumers are medium and  
mild, with 43% and 27% of consumers 
interested, respectively. Gen Z is the 
only generation with more consumers 
who prefer hot (31%) than mild (24%). 

■ Mild – 27%

■ Medium – 43%

■ Hot – 21%

■ Extra Hot – 5%

■ Extremely Hot – 3%

“ WHICH BEST DESCRIBES THE SPICE 

LEVEL YOU TYPICALLY PREFER IN  

DIPS AND SAUCES?”

Base: 1,882 internet users aged 18+ who have used dips and 
sauces in the past three months. Source: Kantar Profiles/
Mintel, March 2022.

While chamoy has Chinese roots, it is a condiment 
used in Mexican street food and candy. Most 
iterations of chamoy sauce consist of a blend 
of lime juice, chiles, sugar, hibiscus flowers and 
dried fruit, making for a layered flavor experi-
ence that pairs nicely with a plethora of foods. 

24%
OF GEN Z CONSUMERS  

ARE INTERESTED IN 
INDIAN DIPS AND 
SAUCES AND THIS 

GENERATION LEADS 
THE INTEREST FOR 

EMERGING CUISINES, 
LIKE JAPANESE AND 

AFRICAN.

4IN5
WORLD WAR II AND 

BABY BOOMER  
GENERATION  

CONSUMERS PREFER 
MILD OR MEDIUM  
AS A SPICE LEVEL, 
DECLINING THEIR 

ENGAGEMENT IN HOT 
DIPS AND SAUCES. 

24%
OF GEN Z CONSUMERS 
INDICATE THEIR SPICE 

TOLERANCE HAS 
INCREASED WITHIN 

THE PAST YEAR.

Gen Z and Millennial consumers are less inclined to reach for condiments, 
dressings and salsas. To appeal to this generation, focus on infusing 
elements of spicy flavors; For mild, cooling dips (e.g. ranch), marketing 
should highlight how these dips can be paired with boldly-flavored  
chips (e.g. chile lime chips) to help balance the flavor profile.  
Given younger generations’ high consumption in  
cheese dips, approachable and exciting  
innovation opportunities could fuse emerging,  
international ingredients in queso.

2IN5
GEN Z CONSUMERS 

SEEK COOLING DIPS AS A 
SOURCE OF RELIEF WHEN 

THEY EAT SPICY FOODS.
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Base: 1,882 internet users aged 18+ who have used dips and sauces in the past three months. Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, March 2022.

“ HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH, AND INTEREST IN, THE FOLLOWING FLAVORS OR INGREDIENTS 

IN DIPS OR SAUCES??”  In percent

Lemon Pepper

Rosemary

Cashew

Feta

Avocado Oil

Eggplant

Habanero Pepper

Poblano Pepper

Tarragon

Serrano Pepper

Kalamata Olive

Chimichurri

Tamarind

Panang Curry

Arbol Chili

Giardiniera

Chamoy

Scotch Bonnet Pepper

Mirin

Shoyu

Peri-peri

Raita

Escabeche

Yuzu

■ “I have tried this and I like it.”     ■ “I have tried this and I didn’t like it.”     ■ “I haven’t tried this, but I am interested in trying it.”

■ “I haven’t tried this and I am not interested in trying it.”     ■ “I’ve never heard of this.”

57 17 13 9 4

56 15 16 10 4

53 11 20 10 6

50 15 15 12 7

40 12 26 14 9

39 20 17 19 5

36 20 14 24 7

32 13 20 19 16

32 13 22 12 21

31 14 21 18 17

31 13 20 14 23

29 11 22 13 24

26 10 21 11 31

20 10 20 11 40

18 12 24 15 32

17 10 20 11 43

17 9 18 7 48

16 9 18 7 48

16 8 20 8 48

15 7 19 8 51

14 8 20 8 51

14 7 18 8 53

13 9 19 7 52

13 8 20 8 52

FROM POBLANO TO SERRANO TO SCOTCH BONNETS,  

APPEAL TO CONSUMERS WITH PEPPERS ACROSS THE  

SCOVILLE HEAT SCALE 

When asked about the impact of various menu items, two in five consumers 
indicate that unique sauces motivate them to visit restaurants, outranking all other  
listed menu options. Quick-service restaurants have been spicing up fries with innovative  
dips and drizzles. For full-service restaurants, opportunities exist to dress up existing salads 
and roasted vegetables with dressings, sauces and marinades. Lemon pepper and rosemary 
garner interest from over seven in 10 consumers, pointing to flavor profiles to target to appeal  
to broad audiences.


